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SUMMARY

Three physically separate incursions of the raccoon strain of rabies have entered Canada, two

into eastern Ontario in 1999 and one into New Brunswick in 2000. The course of these epizootics

is described. Phylogenetic analysis of the index cases from these two provinces with raccoon

rabies viruses representative of this strain in the United States supported the independence of

these incursions into Canada via cross-border transmission from the United States. Genetic

characterization of 190 isolates from these two Canadian provinces over a 550-bp region of the

variable central portion of the viral P gene distinguished 14 variants in Ontario and five in New

Brunswick although in both regions the variant represented by the initial case was most

commonly encountered. The quasi-species nature of the Ontario virus was analysed using isolates

taken at different times during the main outbreak to examine whether viral variation was

increasing with time as well as changing in nature. These data provide a framework for study of

future incursions of this rabies strain into Canada.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that the incidence of rabies in the

human population of North America has dropped to

extremely low levels over the last few decades, aver-

aging, in the United States just 1–2 cases per year [1],

this disease continues to be a significant public health

problem due to the persistence of the rabies virus in

certain wildlife species. Distinct variants of rabies

virus, that are to various degrees geographically

restricted in range, are associated with specific host

vector species which act as reservoirs for the main-

tenance of the viral variant in both the United States

and Canada [2, 3]. In particular, the Canadian

province of Ontario reported significant numbers of

rabies cases after the introduction of the arctic fox

strain from arctic regions into southern Canada in the

1950s [4]. After causing outbreaks throughout eastern

Canada in the 1950s and 1960s, this strain disap-

peared from southern Canada except in certain areas

of Ontario where rabies incidence was substantially

reduced only when extensive control efforts were

initiated in the 1990s [5]. Several other distinct rabies

virus variants circulate in certain species of insec-

tivorous bats and such variants are widely dispersed

within Canada; indeed in the maritime provinces of

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward

Island, infection of terrestrial mammals has for many

years been due exclusively to spillover from the

chiropteran reservoir [6]. In the United States, the

raccoon variant of rabies has become the most prob-

lematic rabies strain for a number of reasons. First,

since its recognition in the mid-1950s in the state of
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Florida, it has successfully spread over a very large

area, especially following emergence of the mid-

Atlantic raccoon strain in West Virginia in the late

1970s, due probably to human-assisted movement of

incubating animals into the area from the South.

Subsequently this strain spread rapidly, reaching as

far north as the state of Maine by 1994. A detailed

history of the emergence and spread of the raccoon

rabies variant throughout its current range along the

entire eastern seaboard of the United States has

been described [7–9]. For several years the raccoon

(Procyon lotor) has been the species most often

reported as rabid in the United States ; in 2002 rac-

coons comprised 36.3% of all cases, with the vast

majority of these being due to the raccoon variant [3].

Second, the host vector, the raccoon, adapts very well

to urban environments where it may come into close

contact with the general human population and their

associated domestic animals. Indeed, it has been

reported that the incursion of raccoon rabies into an

area often results in dramatic increases in expensive

human post-exposure prophylaxis [10]. In 2003 the

first case of human rabies due to the raccoon variant

was recorded in northern Virginia [11]. In light of

these observations, significant control efforts have

been undertaken to prevent establishment of this

rabies variant in areas free of this epizootic but

neighbouring those impacted by raccoon rabies. Due

to the maintenance of the raccoon rabies strain in

neighbouring New York state throughout the 1990s,

the province of Ontario has had a raccoon rabies

control plan in effect for several years [12] and in 1998

the state of Ohio responded to an epizootic that

had entered the eastern part of the state from

Pennsylvania by implementing large-scale oral vacci-

nation [13].

In July 1999, the province of Ontario, Canada,

reported its first case of raccoon rabies in a small

community on the north shore of the St Lawrence

River that divides Ontario from New York state [14].

Despite extensive point-control measures that were

implemented by the Ontario provincial authorities

immediately following this first report [15], raccoon

rabies persisted in the province. In September 2000,

the raccoon variant of rabies was also reported in the

province of New Brunswick in an area bordering with

the state of Maine [16]. The introduction of raccoon

rabies into two separate regions of Canada provided

an opportunity to apply molecular epidemiological

techniques to study certain aspects of the introduction

and maintenance of these rabies outbreaks.

Rabies virus, the type virus of the Lyssavirus genus,

has an enveloped bullet-shaped particle, morphology

typical of the Rhabdoviridae family [17]. Seven

different genotypes of lyssaviruses are generally

recognized with the classical rabies viruses assigned to

genotype 1 [18–21]. The rabies virus negative sense

single-stranded RNA genome isy12 kb in length and

is divided into five coding regions designated: 3k-N-P-

M-G-L-5k [22]. Although substantial functional con-

straints appear to limit the evolution of large portions

of the rabies virus genome [23], a pairwise comparison

of the nucleotide sequence of rabies virus (PV strain)

with a member of the Lyssavirus genotype 3 (Mokola

virus) illustrated significant variation in the level of

sequence conservation along the length of the genome

[24]. Based on this analysis we have previously

examined the genetic variation of the P gene locus

across the Lyssavirus genus and found that the central

region of the P gene is relatively variable [21, 25] and is

thus suitable for detailed epidemiological studies [26].

In this report, we describe the targeting of the

raccoon rabies variant P gene for a detailed molecular

epidemiological study aiming to provide some infor-

mation on the following issues : (i) to investigate the

immediate source of these outbreaks in Canada, and

(ii) to study virus variation in the field over time.

METHODS

Viral specimens

All specimens of Canadian origin described in these

studies were obtained through the diagnostic facility

of the Rabies Centre of Expertise located at Ottawa

Laboratory Fallowfield. Specimens were submitted

according to the routine measures prescribed for

investigation of the rabies status of suspect animals

or, in a few instances, as a consequence of the ad-

ditional surveillance measures that were implemented

by provincial authorities in response to the incursion

of raccoon rabies into the province of Ontario. For

each specimen the date of submission was recorded

together with location of origin using a Universal

Transverse Mercator Code (UTMC) as described

previously [27]. In addition nine specimens of the

raccoon strain of rabies, obtained from sources within

the United States, were included for comparison.

These isolates were: FL125.87R from Florida,

MA5142.03R from Massachusetts, NH5154.03R

from New Hampshire, NY516.92R, NY8982.98R

and NY9581.98S from New York, NJ1927.04E from
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New Jersey, PA1819.89R from Pennsylvania and

VA5231.03R from Virginia. The first two letters of

each specimen name indicate state of origin while the

final three digits indicate the year of recovery from

the field (from 1987 to 2004) and the animal species

(E, equine; R, raccoon; S, skunk) of the specimen.

The two 1998 New York specimens originated from a

region close to the area in Ontario where the index

case for that province was found.

Rabies diagnosis and strain typing

Rabies infection was determined in all submitted

cases by application of the fluorescent antibody test

(FAT) to brain smears [28]. All rabies-positive

specimens were further investigated by an indirect

FAT applied to additional brain smears using a

panel of 16 anti-rabies monoclonal antibodies; the

reactivity patterns observed with this panel allowed

identification of the strain of the virus responsible

for infection. Only those cases demonstrated to be

infected with the raccoon strain of rabies were

included in this study.

RNA extraction and reverse transcription polymerase

chain reaction (RT–PCR)

Tissue of rabies-infected brain (0.1 g) was treated

with TRIzol reagent to recover total tissue RNA

as directed by the supplier (Invitrogen, Burlington,

Canada). Final RNA pellets were dissolved in RNase-

free sterile water and RNA concentration determined

spectrophotometrically. Amplification of a segment

of the rabies virus genome by RT–PCR was achieved

essentially as described previously [29]. The rabies

virus P gene was targeted with the following primers:

RabPfor 5k-CTACTTCTCCGGGGAAACCAGAA

G-3k (corresponding to bases 1249–1272 of positive-

sense N gene sequence of the PV strain) was used to

prime cDNA synthesis while RabPrev 5k-GGRAGCC

AYAGGTCRTCGTCAT-3k (corresponding to bases

2575–2596 of negative-sense M gene sequence of

the PV strain) was used together with RabPfor for

the amplification using Taq DNA polymerase

(Invitrogen). Thermocycling was performed in a 50 ml

reaction on either a 9600 or 9700 system (Applied

Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA); after a 2 min

denaturation at 95 xC, the cycling conditions were:

95 xC, 1 min; 50 xC, 1 min; 72 xC, 2 min for 30 cycles.

Generation of the expected 1348-bp amplicon was

confirmed by electrophoresis of an aliquot of each

reaction through 1% agarose with visualization of

DNA by ethidium bromide staining. In some cases,

where insufficient product was generated after a single

round of PCR, a second round of amplification was

performed using a 2-ml aliquot of the first-round

reaction and internal primers Pseqfor 5k-GAGATGG

CAGAGGARACTGTAGATCT-3k (corresponding

to bases 1568–1593 of the PV strain) and Pseqrev

5k-CCTTAACTATGTCRTCAAGRTTCA-3k (corre-
sponding to bases 2208–2231 of the PV strain) ; the

size of the resulting amplicon was 664 bp. Cycling

conditions similar to those used for the first-round

PCR were applied except that the 72 xC extension was

only for 1.5 min and 35 cycles were employed. PCR

products were purified using a Wizard PCR Preps

Purification system (Promega, Madison, WI, USA)

prior to consensus nucleotide sequencing.

Nucleotide sequencing and data analysis

Initially, sequencing was performed manually using
32P-labelled sequencing primers (Pseqfor/Pseqrev)

and a fmol cycle sequencing kit according to the

manufacturer’s (Promega) specifications on a model

SA sequencing system (Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg,

MD, USA). More recently, a 4200L two dye auto-

mated sequencing system (Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE,

USA) was used together with custom IR 700 and IR

800 labelled primers (Li-Cor) and a Thermosequenase

cycle sequencing kit (Amersham Biosciences, Baie

d’Urfé, PQ, Canada). Nucleotide sequences rep-

resentative of all raccoon rabies strain variants

generated during this study have been deposited

in GenBank and assigned the following accession

numbers: AY854603 to AY854611 for nine complete

P gene sequences, AY854612 to AY854625 for

ONT1 – 14 variant partial P gene sequences,

AY854626 to AY854630 for NB1–5 variant partial P

gene sequences. Two complete P gene sequences, for

isolates NY516.92R and FL125.87R, were previously

deposited and have accession numbers AF369293-4.

The DNASIS1 package (Helixx Technologies,

Inc., Scarborough, ON, Canada) was used to trans-

late nucleotide sequences to protein sequences.

Alignments were generated using the ClustalX 1.8

software [30] and displayed in PHYLIP format using the

DNAPARS and PROTPARS programs of the PHYLIP 3.5

software package [31]. All phylogenetic analysis was

performed using the PHYLIP 3.5 software package of

programs. Bootstrap replicates of the nucleotide

sequence data were generated using SEQBOOT and the
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DNADIST program was used to determine distance

values for these data. Neighbour-joining (NJ) analysis

of the distance data was achieved with the NEIGHBOR

and CONSENSE programs; FITCH was used to reapply

distance values to the consensus tree and the TREEVIEW

program [32] was used to generate a graphical output

of the tree. Tree generation was also performed by

DNA parsimony methods using the DNAPARS program

of PHYLIP.

Quasi-species analysis of selected isolates

Three Ontario specimens were selected for this

analysis : the second reported case in 1999 and two

cases from May 2003 which were among the last

specimens included in the study and which corre-

sponded to variants ONT8 and ONT9. All three

original RNA preparations were reverse transcribed

and then amplified using the ExpandTM high-fidelity

plus amplification system (Roche Applied Science,

Laval, PQ, Canada) which includes Taq DNA poly-

merase and a proof-reading enzyme that significantly

reduces amplification-induced errors. The resulting

PCR products were directly sequenced to confirm the

prior variant designation and then subjected to TA

cloning into the pCR1.2 vector (Invitrogen). Twenty

molecular clones of each PCR product were recovered

and sequenced using the automated sequencing pro-

tocol as described. These 20 sequences were aligned,

using the PCR consensus sequence as reference, using

ClustalX 1.8. Statistical analysis of total mutations

observed for each isolate was undertaken using

SigmaSTAT software version 2.03 (SPSS Inc.,

Chicago, IL, USA).

Mapping of raccoon rabies cases

Maps were completed on ArcGis 8.3 using the spatial

analyst extension. The UTMC value collected with

each raccoon rabies case was converted to a set of

x,y-coordinates and added to the project using the

NAD 83 projection system. Provincial data, created

from a geodatabase, was added to the project to aid in

identifying borders and clarifying point-specific loca-

tions. Using Spatial Analyst (ArcGis extension) case

density was calculated using a kernel density con-

figuration; a search radius of 2500 m at a resolution

of 30 was employed around selected points. Once

complete, the number of classes created was reduced

from a value of 9 to 5 with exclusion of the zero value.

To determine the value or density within these ranges,

a calculation was made to determine the number of

points that fell within this value. Finally the grey scale

was determined by using a lighter grey for lower

density to full black for high density and significant

geographical features were labelled. Completed maps

were exported in a .jpg format.

RESULTS

Case surveillance summary

The two areas affected by the raccoon strain of rabies

are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The first case of

raccoon rabies identified in eastern Ontario (Fig. 1)

and reported on 14 July 1999, was recovered near the

town of Prescott on the north shore of the St

Lawrence seaway very close to a bridge linking

Ontario to New York state. A second case recovered

y15 km west of the index case was reported on 26

July 1999 and the third, not identified until 17

September, came from an area y15 km north of the

initial report. A second outbreak, physically sepa-

rated by y90 km from the first, occurred on Wolfe

Island located at the eastern end of Lake Ontario

where it drains into the St Lawrence River ; of note

is the fact that Wolfe Island is serviced by ferries

operating from both Ontario and New York. A total

of six raccoons, taken from Wolfe Island between 10

December 1999 and 18 January 2000, were confirmed

rabid by laboratory testing, but no subsequent cases

have been reported. Despite control efforts directed

to the first outbreak, this epizootic persisted; while

there was very little movement of the outbreak east-

wards the epizootic very slowly spread both to the

west, south-west and north from the area reporting

the index case. By July 2001, the outbreak reached

Elgin, y55 km west of the index case and in May

2003 the town of Kemptville, y30 km north of the

index case. An interim description of the geographi-

cal distribution of this epizootic has appeared in

print [33].

The first case of raccoon strain rabies in New

Brunswick (Fig. 2), reported on 12 September 2000,

was retrieved from the town of Heathland in

Charlotte county which lies on the US border with

Maine [16]. Between the autumn of 2000 and May

2002 many additional cases were reported from this

same area; the epizootic appeared to be confined to

St Stephen, the major town of the area which is in

close proximity to a bridge connecting Canada with

the United States, and neighbouring communities

within y20 km radius of St Stephen.
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Figure 3 summarizes, according to province, all

reported cases of the raccoon strain of rabies in

Canada on a quarterly schedule from the first case in

Ontario in July 1999, up to the end of 2003. Of the 191

total cases, 127 were reported in Ontario and 64 in

New Brunswick. All but 11 cases were reported in

raccoons with the striped skunk being the only other

species infected with this strain of rabies, two in

Ontario and nine in New Brunswick. Indeed the New

Brunswick outbreak was notable in that the first three

reported cases of raccoon rabies occurred in skunks

and, moreover, of the first 16 cases that were recorded

in this province from September 2000 to the end of

January 2001 the skunk was the affected species for

50% of the specimens; thereafter raccoons became

the predominant species affected. Whereas the out-

break in New Brunswick describes a single peak

reaching a maximum (29 cases) in the second quarter

of 2001 followed by a decline over the following year,

the pattern in Ontario is more irregular and exhibits

several peaks and troughs without apparently

following any clear seasonal pattern. No cases of

raccoon strain rabies were reported in either province

in the final two quarters of 2003.

Genetic characterization of the index viruses from

Ontario and New Brunswick

First, to confirm the designation of the two viruses

first recovered from Ontario and New Brunswick as

the raccoon rabies strain, as indicated by antigenic

characterization, the complete coding region of the

viral P gene has been sequenced in each case and

compared phylogenetically to 17 rabies viruses rep-

resentative of the major viral strains known to circu-

late in North America. The pairwise distance values

thus determined (data not shown) clearly indicated a

clustering of the New Brunswick and Ontario isolates
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Fig. 1. Map of the Ontario raccoon rabies epizootic area showing density of cases reported over the study period. The inset

map of the province of Ontario identifies the region of eastern Ontario affected by raccoon rabies. The density of raccoon
rabies cases is illustrated in the main map as a grey scale using the density scale at bottom right. Locations of communities
mentioned in the text are also shown.
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with the Florida and New York raccoon strain iso-

lates (distance <0.03) compared to all other isolates

(distance >0.19). A NJ tree, shown in Figure 4,

clearly illustrates the close relationship of these

four isolates and their distinctiveness from all other

isolates representing various bat strains and strains of

other terrestrial species, including the arctic fox, the

western Canada skunk and the US south central

skunk variants.

To further investigate the origins of these two

Canadian rabies viruses, they were compared at the

P gene locus to a total of nine raccoon strain rabies

viruses recovered from throughout the range of

the virus within the United States (see Methods

section). The greatest nucleotide distance (0.0284) was

observed between the Florida sample and a recent

New York isolate (NY9581.98S) although both

NY8982.98R and the Ontario sample were almost as

divergent from the Florida specimen with values close

to 0.0264. The two most closely related samples were

the MA5142.03R and NH5154.03R which were

identical (distance of 0) ; the ON3306.99R and

NY8982.98R samples differed only slightly (distance

of 0.00386) whilst the ON3306.99R and NB4394.00S

specimens yielded an intermediate distance value of

0.011638.

These relationships are illustrated in Figure 5 which

shows the results of a NJ phylogenetic analysis.

With the exception of the placement of the New York

sample from 1992, the genetic distances represented

by this tree tend to parallel the geographical flow of

virus from the south (Florida) to the North (Ontario).

Moreover, the close genetic association of the Ontario

specimen with 1998 isolates from New York (boot-

strap value for cluster is 993) is consistent with the

commonly held belief that the Ontario outbreak

was due to incursion across the border from this

northernmost state. Notably the Ontario and New

Brunswick viruses do not cluster together, an obser-

vation that supports the independent incursion of

these two viruses into Canada; rather the New

Brunswick isolate clustered with high confidence with

Heathland

St Stephen
Dufferin

Density of rabies cases
No. cases within a 2500 m radius

1–20
20–39
39–59
59–78
78–90
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Fig. 2. Map of the New Brunswick raccoon rabies epizootic area showing density of cases reported over the study period as
for Figure 1. The inset map of New Brunswick province identifies the affected region shown in the main map.
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the Masachussetts and New Hampshire isolates

(bootstrap value of 961). Additional phylogenetic

studies using a maximum parsimony algorithm gen-

erated a tree (data not shown) with rather similar

topology except that the Virginia sample, the position

of which was not supported by high bootstrap values

in either tree, clustered with the Ontario/New York

group (bootstrap value of 500) rather than with

the New Brunswick/New Hampshire/Masachussetts

group. In both trees the clustering of the two 1998

New York isolates with the Ontario isolate was highly

supported (bootstrap value of o98%) as was the

clustering of the New Brunswick isolate with the

Masachussetts/New Hampshire samples (bootstrap

value of o90%).

At the amino-acid level distance values were often

as great as for nucleotide sequence data and curiously

the two most divergent sequences were between

NY516.92R and NY9581.98S (0.02708), although

overall the Florida sample was again the most

divergent with distance values in the range of 0.010–

0.020 against all other isolates. Viruses NB4394.00S,

MA5142.03R and NH5154.03R all encoded identi-

cal P proteins as did isolates NJ1927.04E and

PA1819.89R. The 1998 New York and Ontario

specimens exhibited minimal differences (distance of

0.006676). A comparison of P protein sequences

predicted for all 11 viruses is shown in Figure 6. In all

cases the predicted P gene product was a protein of

301 amino acids, four residues longer than the phos-

phoprotein determined for most rabies viruses [21],

indicating that this extended open reading frame is a

common feature of the raccoon strain.

Variation in the raccoon strain virus

The availability of tissues from almost all of the cases

of raccoon rabies that have been reported in Canada

to date provided us with the opportunity to explore

patterns of virus mutation from both a temporal and

geographical perspective. Of the 191 reported cases,

amplification of either the complete or a partial viral P

gene was successfully achieved for 190 specimens.

The amplicons thus generated were sequenced over a

550-bp segment of P gene (corresponding to bases

1616–2165 of the PV reference rabies strain) and

variation within this region was scored. The sequences

representing the two index viruses in Ontario and

New Brunswick were assigned the designation ONT1

and NB1 respectively. Any sequences exhibiting

one or more clear nucleotide differences from these

sequences were assigned a new numbered designation,
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e.g. ONT2, -3, etc., and all 190 virus specimens were

assigned to a specific sequence variant. The Table

summarizes the number of viral specimens corre-

sponding to each variant sequence that was recovered,

the range of dates during which that variant was

recovered from the field and the nature of the differ-

ence from the reference sequence (ONT1 or NB1).

It should be noted that to combine our earlier

sequence data obtained by manual sequencing, which

generated a shorter read length, with the later data

generated by an automated system, re-sequencing of a

total of 87 PCR products was required. Out of this

group, 15 samples had to be re-amplified thereby

allowing direct comparison of the sequence obtained

from two independent PCRs over a window of

y400 bp per sample. No discordant sequence was

found within these 6000 bases, an observation

supporting the relatively high fidelity observed for the

consensus sequence analysis.

The sequence data described in the Table clearly

demonstrate the very limited variation that was

observed between all viral samples. In Ontario,

although a total of 14 variant sequences were

observed over the sequence window studied, most of
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Fig. 4. Phylogeny of 19 rabies viruses, and an Australian bat
lyssavirus isolate used as an outgroup, using a NJ algorithm
applied to complete P gene coding sequences. The two
raccoon rabies isolates first recovered in the provinces of

Ontario and New Brunswick were compared to 17 other
rabies viruses representative of the main variants circulating
in the United States and Canada. Apart from the sequence

of an isolate recovered from a big brown bat in Connecticut
(CTV569.BBB), the P gene sequences of these additional
isolates have been described previously [21]. Bootstrap

values out of 1000 replicates are indicated for major
branches and the distance scale is indicated at bottom left.
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isolate of the arctic fox strain was used as an outgroup and
its distance with respect to the raccoon viruses has been
reduced (dashed line) to better illustrate the branching

patterns of the raccoon isolates.
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             1        *         *         *         *         *         60 
ON3306.99R    MSKIFVNPSAIRAGLADLEMAEETVHLIARNIEDNQAHLQGEPIEVDSLPDDMRRLHLDD
NY9581.98S    .....................D...Y..................................
NY8982.98R    ................G........D..................................
NY516.92R     .........................D.................................N
NB4394.00S    .........................D.................................S
MA5142.03R    .........................D.................................S
NH5154.03R    .........................D.................................S
VA5231.03R    .........................D..................................
NJ1927.04E     .........................D.................................N
PA1819.89R    .........................D.................................N
FL125.87R     .........................D..................................

            61        *         *         *         *         *         120
ON3306.99R    EKPSGFDKVTKEGESKCHEDFQMDEGEDPSLLFQSYLDNVGVQIVRQMRSGERFLKIWSQ
NY9581.98S    ............................................................
NY8982.98R    ............................................................
NY516.92R     ..........E.................................................
NB4394.00S    ............................................................
MA5142.03R    ............................................................
NH5154.03R    ............................................................
VA5231.03R    ............................................................
NJ1927.04E     ..........E.................................................
PA1819.89R    ..........E.................................................
FL125.87R     ............................................................

           121        *         *         *         *         *         180
ON3306.99R    TVEEIISYVMINFPGSLGRPSEDKATQTANREPKKGVASVSSQLEGQSSKARAAAQTASG
NY9581.98S    ............................................................
NY8982.98R   ............................................................
NY516.92R     .................................R...................S......
NB4394.00S    ............................................................
MA5142.03R    ............................................................
NH5154.03R    ............................................................
VA5231.03R    ............................................................
NJ1927.04E     ............................................................
PA1819.89R     ............................................................
FL125.87R      ............................T.......................V.......

           181        *         *         *         *         *         240
ON3306.99R    PPALEWSVTNEEDDLSVEAEIAHQIAESFSKKYKFPSRSSGIFLYNFEQLKMNLDDIVKE
NY9581.98S    ............................................................
NY8982.98R    ............................................................
NY516.92R     .......A...................................................G
NB4394.00S    .......A....................................................
MA5142.03R    .......A....................................................
NH5154.03R    .......A....................................................
VA5231.03R    .......A....................................................
NJ1927.04E     .......A....................................................
PA1819.89R    .......A....................................................
FL125.87R     .......A...................................................G

           241        *         *         *         *         *          301
ON3306.99R    SKNVPGVTRLAHEGSKLPLRCVLGWVALANSRKFQLLVEPDKLNKIMQDDLNRYLSRQLNL
NY9581.98S    .............................................................
NY8982.98R    .............................................................
NY516.92R     .............................................................
NB4394.00S    .............................................................
MA5142.03R    .............................................................
NH5154.03R    .............................................................
VA5231.03R    .............................................................
NJ1927.04E     .............................................................
PA1819.89R    .............................................................
FL125.87R     .............................................................

Fig. 6. Alignment of the predicted P proteins of 11 raccoon rabies viruses using the sequence of the Ontario index case as
reference. Dots represent identity with the reference sequence.
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these varied by just one nucleotide substitution from

the index case represented by ONT1. The exception

was variant ONT7 which varied by two bases from

ONT1, at base 462 similarly to ONT6 and at base 192.

Moreover with the exception of variants ONT2, -3, -6,

-10 and -11 only a single isolate representative of each

variant was observed. For each variant that was

identified more than once, its observed geographical

and temporal range was quite variable. The ONT2

variant was recovered exclusively from Wolfe Island,

an area physically separated from the main Ontario

outbreak and all isolates of this type were recovered

within a 6-week period (December 1999–January

2000). ONT3 variants originated from two locations

y8 km apart : Elgin (two isolates recovered with a

6-month separation) and Delta (one isolate obtained

just over a week after the first case in Elgin). ONT6

also originated from these same towns (three isolates

over a 3-month period) as well as from Spencerville

(one isolate) a town located at the other end of the

epizootic area 9 months after the first ONT6 case was

recovered. ONT10 was recovered from Delta whilst

ONT11 came from Merrickville and Mallorytown.

With the exception of three C–A changes, all sub-

stitutions were transitions. Translation of all 14 of

these ONT variant sequences indicated that of the

total of 13 base positions that exhibit changes, 6 are

synonymous third-base changes (bases 15, 48, 123,

192, 462, 513), one is a non-synonymous third-

base change (base 477), four are second-base non-

synonymous changes (bases 8, 86, 107 and 398) and

two first-base changes at bases 118 and 157 are also

non-synonymous. Over the 550-bp sequence window

the NB1 variant exhibited six base substitutions

compared to ONT1 – it was noted additionally that in

all of the viruses that were sequenced through the

region flanking the start of this sequence that the NB1

variant also differed by an A–C change seven bases

prior to base 1. Four additional variants (NB2–NB5)

were observed from the affected area of New

Brunswick, each differing by a single base substitution

(all transitions) from NB1. NB2, found in a single

isolate recovered just over a year after the initial

incursion, exhibited a single third-base synonymous

Table. Summary of raccoon rabies virus variants

Variant No. of cases Range of dates when recovered Location Nature of variation*

ONT1 101 14 July 99–30 June 03 Prescott —
ONT2 6 10 Dec. 99–18 Jan. 00 Wolfe Island C–T at base 513

ONT3 3 31 July 01–18 Jan. 02 Elgin/Delta C–A at base 477
ONT4 1 19 Mar. 02 Crosby (between Delta and Westport) G–A at base 118
ONT5 1 29 May 02 Frankville (26 km NW of Brockville) C–T at base 86

ONT6 4 19 June 02–11 Mar. 03 Elgin/Delta/Spencerville C–T at base 462
ONT7 1 19 Mar. 03 Prescott C–T at base 462

T–C at base 192
ONT8 1 5 May 03 Cardinal C–T at base 15

ONT9 1 12 May 03 Kemptville A–G at base 398
ONT10 2 8 Feb. 01–13 Dec. 01 Delta C–T at base 48
ONT11 2 17 May 00–18 Apr. 01 Merrickville C–A at base 8

ONT12 1 20 Feb. 01 Caintown (east of Mallorytown) C–T at base 123
ONT13 1 14 June 01 Spencerville G–A at base 157
ONT14 1 14 Feb. 00 N. Augusta (midway between

Brockville and Merrickville)

C–A at base 107

No result 1
Total 127

NB1 55 12 Sep. 00–30 May 02 Heathland —
NB2 1 31 Oct. 01 St Stephen T–C at base 429

NB3 6 2 Jan. 01–20 Apr. 01 St Stephen G–A at base 41
NB4 1 18 Jan. 01 St Stephen A–G at base 101
NB5 1 2 May 01 Dufferin G–A at base 264
Total 64

* Differences from ONT1 are indicated for the Ontario variants and differences from NB1 are indicated for the New

Brunswick samples.
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substitution at base 429; NB3 variants (six isolates

recovered over a 4-month period) exhibited a non-

synonymous second-base substitution at base 41;

the single NB4 variant exhibited a non-synonymous

second-base substitution at base 101 and variant NB5

exhibited a synonymous third-base difference at base

264. These data show that in both study areas the

variant that was initially recovered was the one

that circulated by far the most widely and was still

circulating at the end of the study period.

Quasi-species analysis of selected isolates

To explore the inherent variation at the P gene locus

within individual isolates of the raccoon rabies virus

three Ontario specimens were analysed further. The

specimens chosen for this study included specimen

99RABN03545 recovered in 1999 at the start of the

outbreak and two others, specimens 03RABN03406

(ONT8 variant) and 03RABN03574 (ONT9 variant)

collected 46 months after the index case. These spec-

imens were re-amplified at the rabies P locus using a

proof-reading amplification enzyme mixture (see the

Methods section). Twenty molecular clones of each

resulting PCR product were recovered and sequenced

over an 800-base window starting at base 1628 of the

PV reference strain. Specimen 99RABN03545 yielded

a total of seven mutations in the 20 cloned sequences

corresponding to 0, 3 and 4 changes at the three

(1,2,3) codon positions respectively and resulting in

three synonymous changes and four non-synonymous

differences ; all but one of these mutations occurred

within the first 400 bases of the sequence window. For

both of the 2003 specimens, the consensus sequence

of the newly generated PCR product confirmed

the variant designation assigned previously, thereby

supporting the conclusion that these variations were

indeed due to viral variation rather than mutation

introduced by the amplification process. All 20 clones

generated from the ONT8 variant specimen carried

the mutant that determined the variant designation

with 12 other mutations observed (3 at the first

codon position, 4 at the second and 5 at the third),

thereby conferring four synonymous and eight non-

synonymous changes. The transition:transversion

ratio (Tn:Tv) was 11:1. Eighteen mutations from the

consensus sequence were observed in the clones

generated from the ONT9 specimen of which five

were at the variant-specific base and represented the

original ONT1 variant sequence ; thus, this specimen

was a mixture of the original ONT1 type and the new

ONT9 variant. The remaining 13 mutations (Tn:Tv

ratio of 12:1) were divided into three at the first-base

position, seven at the second base and three at the

third base; only three of all these mutations were

synonymous. To examine the statistical significance of

these mutation levels, mutation scores for all 20

clones of each isolate were subject to analysis by a

Mann–Whitney rank sum test. This test indicated that

the differences in the median for mutations observed

either for the ONT1 and ONT8 or the ONT1

and ONT9 clones were not statistically significant

(P=0.606 and 0.315 respectively).

DISCUSSION

While it has generally been assumed that the entry

of raccoon rabies into two provinces, Ontario and

New Brunswick, in different regions of Canada were

independent events, the data in this report clearly

substantiate this claim for the first time. Genetic

variant analysis clearly discriminates the viruses

circulating in these two areas and predicts their

association with distinct lineages of this rabies virus

strain. Thus, it can be concluded that these two major

rabies outbreaks were the result of two instances

of cross-border transmission rather than a single

incursion into Ontario followed by iatrogenic move-

ment of animals into New Brunswick. Indeed, a third

well-contained outbreak on Wolfe Island on the

Ontario side of the St Lawrence River probably

constituted a third incursion due to its physical

separation from the mainland foci and its genetic

distinctness; all isolates from this outbreak were of

variant ONT2.

The data presented here for the mainland Ontario

outbreak are consistent with the introduction of a

single viral variant which persisted and spread, with

occasional point mutations arising periodically to

generate new viral variants. However, these new

variants did not generally persist even when the newly

introduced mutation was apparently neutral in

nature, so that even after several years in the field the

genetic variant that was originally introduced into the

area still predominated. The second Ontario incursion

was short-lived, possibly due to the control efforts

that were instigated on the island. In New Brunswick

the predominance of one single variant again

suggested that this outbreak was due primarily to a

single incursion event with maintenance of that viral

progeny over the study period, although without

information on the nature of the virus circulating in
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Maine at that time we cannot exclude the possibility

that the group of six NB3 variants reported over a

period of almost 4 months in 2001 were not due to a

second incursion.

The relative genetic stability of these viruses is

notable given that one of the most divergent coding

regions of the virus was targeted for these analyses.

Indeed, based on data published by LeMercier et al.

[24] the only viral region that may be more sensitive to

genetic change is that encoding the transmembrane

and intracellular domains of the glycoprotein as

well as the neighbouring non-coding G–L intergenic

region. However, genetic characterization of several

isolates of this rabies virus, recovered from through-

out its range within the United States, corroborated

these findings. Variation of this strain is very limited,

an observation that may reflect the fact that this strain

has been recognized only in relatively recent times

(since the mid-1940s in Florida) and may be a newly

emerged virus/host association as a consequence of

spillover from another rabies reservoir [20] ; such an

event undoubtedly would represent a significant

bottleneck event. Further, due to the extensive efforts

undertaken by provincial wildlife authorities to mini-

mize the possible entry and persistence of raccoon

rabies in Ontario, the Ontario virus variant under-

went another severe bottleneck event which may

again have contributed to the very low genetic vari-

ation observed.

A review of the nature of the mutations observed in

these studies is of interest since it was reported that

synonymous base changes tend to predominate due to

constraints that operate on rabies virus G and N

genes in nature [23]. Of all the 17 mutations observed

from our consensus sequence analysis from viruses of

both provinces (13 in Ontario and four in New

Brunswick), eight were synonymous and nine were

non-synonymous; there was thus an approximately

equal number of both mutation types and while there

was a tendency to find synonymous mutations more

frequently (in more isolates) there did not appear

to be a very strong correlation in this regard as

non-synonymous mutations were also observed

multiple times. This rather high proportion of non-

synonymous mutations appears to be a feature of this

particular region of the P gene [21] indicating that this

coding region is under relatively relaxed constraints

compared to other regions of the rabies virus genome.

The Tn:Tv ratio for all viral variant consensus

sequences was 5:1; this ratio may reflect both the

relative ease of occurrence of transition mutations as

well as selective pressures that may operate against

transversions that are more likely to yield non-

synonymous changes ; indeed all three transversions

noted in the variant consensus sequences resulted in a

coding change.

Similar trends were evident from the quasi-species

analysis performed on three Ontario isolates. For

specimen 99RABN03545 four of seven mutations

observed were non-synonymous and the Tn:Tv ratio

was 4:3. In the isolates recovered in 2003 the

proportion of non-synonymous mutations was even

higher ; eight out of 12 for 03RABN03406 (Tn:Tv

ratio of 11:1) and 10 out of 13 (Tn:Tv ratio of 12:1)

for 03RABN03574, even when excluding mutations

at the site of the original variant change. While we

cannot rule out the possibility that some of the

mutations observed during the quasi-species analysis

could have been introduced by the RT–PCR amplifi-

cation process, despite the use of a proof-reading

amplification system, it appeared that more variation

was evident within the 2003 isolates compared to the

1999 specimen, although this was not scored as

statistically significant. A longer term study would be

required to fully establish this point.

At the level of the phosphoprotein, except for a

small number of substitutions, especially at residues

60, 71 and 149–190, regions of the protein identified

previously as being highly divergent [21], again the

raccoon strain P appears highly conserved through-

out its range (see Fig. 6). No variation is evident at

positions believed to be functionally important,

including conserved methionine residues at positions

20, 53 and 83, which may direct internal translation

initiation [34], as well as the LC8 dynein light-chain-

binding domain at residues 143–148 [35]. Four of

five serine residues (positions 63, 162, 210 and 271)

identified as phosphorylation targets in the CVS

strain [36] are also consistently retained.

Provincial control efforts aimed at eradicating

raccoon rabies were implemented in both provinces

[15, 37]. The extent to which these measures were

effective in eliminating these outbreaks is unclear,

although it is notable that no case of raccoon rabies

has been reported in New Brunswick since May 2002,

and Ontario reported no cases from June 2003 up to

June 2004. The genetic database generated during

these studies will be helpful to evaluate any further

cases of raccoon rabies that occur in Canada since it

may permit discrimination between renewed activity

of these former outbreaks or re-incursion from the

United States.
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